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⎪ Petrochemical industries, oil and gas ⎪

S
asol Wax and Solvents is a leading 
global producer of a comprehen-
sive range of mineral oil-based and 
synthetic paraffin waxes, petroleum 

jellies and liquid paraffins, the company’s 
GTL process making Sasol’s waxes unique to 
the market. 

Sasol’s waxes are derived from sustain-
able feedstock, ie, natural gas, and offer 
superior performance in a variety of applica-
tions thanks to a combination of high melting 
points, low viscosity and excellent hardness, 
even at elevated temperatures. 

Sasol exports to more than 200 countries 
for a wide variety of applications: adhesives; 
bitumen modification; construction board; 
cosmetics and pharmaceuticals; industrial 
applications; packaging; and polymer process-
ing, rubber and tyres. Candles are also a major 
market for its waxes, while some co-products 
are used in products as diverse as bore hole-
drilling fluids/muds.

In the cosmetic and pharmaceutical 
industry waxes are used as softeners in 
lotions and creams such as cleansing milk, 
lipid-replenishing cosmetics and sun 
protection agents. They are also used 
as the base for creams, lipsticks, rouge 
and eye cosmetics such as eyeshadow, 
eyebrow pencils and mascara.

Other applications range from shav-
ing foam, hot and cold depilatory waxes 
to thermal therapy, which exploits the 
outstanding heat storing properties of 
synthetic paraffin waxes.

Wax packaging
“Sasol offers a massive range of hard 
and medium waxes, all with differ-
ent product codes, colours, hard-
ness and other special properties. 
As soon as a pallet is fully loaded 
with the correct wax, it is rolled 
down its conveyor towards the 
aligned transfer trolley. Once on 

MechChem Africa’s Peter Middleton visits Sasol’s wax packaging plant to find out about 
its use of SEW-Eurodrive’s MOVITRANS® contactless energy transfer solution to 
manage the transfer of loaded pallets from its robot packing cell.

When a pallet of a particular wax is fully loaded, it is rolled onto the transfer trolley. The transfer trolley 
then moves the pallet across to align with the exit conveyor.

A loop of line cable on the floor, covered by installation plates between the rails of the transverse trolleys, 
carries the medium frequency (25 kHz) energising current.

Sasol’s Wax’s products, such as these wax 
beads, are derived from natural gas and offer 
a combination of high melting points, low 
viscosity and excellent hardness, even at elevated 
temperatures.

MOVITRANS improves handling  reliability in wax plant

the transfer trolley, the pallet is moved 
across to align with the exit conveyor, 
which then takes the pallet out of the 
cell to the pallet-wrapping machine.

MOVITRANS replaces the 
chain
The two transverse trolleys, each 
servicing conveyor lines from one of 
the packing robots, used to be pow-
ered via drag chains in the centre of the 
rails.  The transverse pallet trolleys each 
have two motors, one to drive the conveyor 
rollers and another to move the trolley along 
the rails. These were powered via a drag chain 
that carried the power and communication 
cables.

According to Sasol, this was problematic. 
Wax would clog the chain links, impeding its 
free movement; operators would have to step 
into the cell to align the trolleys properly, 
often standing on the chain; and the chain 
would break causing production stoppages 
for repair or replacements. In addition, this 

palletising system runs 24/7, so any downtime 
creates serious problems. 

Hence, when Sasol learned about the 
contactless energy transfer solution from 

SEW-Eurodrive, the company was immedi-
ately interested.

SEW’s new system was installed in two 
phases, starting with the instrumentation 
and communication side. A wireless profibus 
system was installed to send control signals 
to the moving trolleys to avoid the need for 
communication cables in the drag chain, 
while a laser-based direct line of sight optical 
system was adopted to send signals to the 
moving trolleys. 

At the same time, the trolleys were 
modified to operate off SEW-Eurodrive’s 
Movimot gearmotor drives, a compact 
modular VSD-driven system that uses the 
profibus-compatible Movilink® protocol for 
serial communication.

Physically, this involved the installation 
of a loop of line cable on the floor, which is 
covered by installation plates between the 
rails of the transverse trolleys. Then, under 
each trolley, two pick-up plates are used to 
transfer the electrical power to the trolleys’ 
Movimots.

In principle, this works like a very sophis-
ticated transformer. The induction cable is 
made of fine individual wire strands insulated 
from each other. This gives an even conduc-
tion distribution across the cable area and 
prevents the current from concentrating 
around the outside of the cable.

Also, medium frequency ac current at 
25  kHz is generated to improve the energy 
transfer efficiency. In the control box, the 
three-phase mains power is converted into a 
25 kHz single-phase supply, which is passed 
through the inductive loop on the floor. This 
induces a flow of ac current in the pickups 
under each trolley.

On the trolley, the ac supply is again recti-
fied and converted before being passed into 
the Movimot inverters for use by the motors.

Sasol Wax is now into its second year of 
trouble-free operation. The company needed 
a system that was not susceptible to mechani-
cal damage and this is exactly what it now has. 
The line cable is installed on the ground using 
installation plates in order to avoid cutting a 
groove on the concrete floor. This results in a 
quick and easy installation process, that saves 
time and effort and there are no moving parts 
that can be damaged. It is also a system that 
does not require any maintenance. Simply 
keeping the trolley clean and the track clear 
is enough to ensure reliable, contactless 
power transfer.

While South Africa still has a long way to 
go in terms of automation, this system offers 
enormous potential for modernising systems 
such as those in packaging plants. q

As well as for transfer trolleys, MOVITRANS is also suitable for 
use in automatic guided vehicles (AVGs) and 

monorail systems (EMS).

A systems overview of SEW Eurodrive’s 
MOVITRANS contactless energy transfer 
system.


